In this paper , we introduce the notion of in , several appropriate examples are provided and theirsome properties are investigated. The image and the inverse imageof in are defined and how the of in become are studied. Moreover, the of are given .
Introduction
" form an important class of logical algebras introducedby K. Iseki [4] and was extensively investigated by several researchers."Theclass of all is quasi variety."J. Meng and Y. B. Jun posed an interesting problem (solved in [7] ) whether the class of all is a variety.""In connection with this problem , Komori introduced in [6] a notion of . W.A. Dudek (cf. [2] , [5] ) redefined the notion of by using a dual form of the ordinary definition inthe sense of Y. Komori and studied ideals and congruences of BCC-algebras." In ( [10] , [11] ), "C. Prabpayak and U. Leerawat introduced a new algebraic structure, which is called ." They gave the concept of "homomorphisms of and investigated some related properties. L.A. Zadeh [13] introduced the notion of fuzzy sets."At present this"concept has been applied to many mathematical branches, such as group, functional analysis , probability theory , topology, and soon. "In 1991 , "O.G. Xi [12] applied this concept to , and heintroduced the notion of fuzzy subalgebras" (ideals) of the with respect to minimum, and since then Jun et al studiedfuzzy ideals (cf. [1] , [5] , [12] ), "and moreover several fuzzystructures in BCC-algebras are considered (cf. [2] , [6] ).""S. Mostafa , M. AbdElnaby, F. Abdel-Halim and A.T. Hameed (in [7] ) introduced the notion of of " and they investigated severalbasic properties which are related to" . they describedhow to deal with the homomorphism image and inverse image of fuzzy ." And in [8] , "the is introduced. Several theorems are stated and proved. "In [3] , "Areej Tawfeeq Hameed"introduced and studied new algebraic structure, called and investigate some of its properties. She introduced the notion of of , several theorems, properties are stated and proved. In this paper, we introduce the notion of " and then we study the homomorphism image and inverse image of .We also prove that the Cartesian product of are ."
Preliminaries
In this section we give some basic definitions and preliminaries lemmas of and .
Definition 2.1 [3] ."An AT-algebra is a nonempty set X with a constant ( 0) and a binary operation ( * ) satisfying the following axioms: for all x, y, zX, "
In X we can define a binary relation (≤) by :
."
Remark 2.2 [3] ."(X ;*, 0) is an if and only if, it satisfies that: for all x, y, zX, " (i') :" (y *z) *(x *z) ≤ x *y ," (ii') :" x  y if and only if, y * x = 0." Proposition 2.5 [3] ."In any (X ;*, 0), the following properties holds: for all x, y, z X;" a) z * z = , b) z*(x *z) = , c) y * ((y* z) * z ) = , d) x * y = implie that x * = y * , e) *x= *y implie that x=y y and z  X," Proof: Assume that the inequality y  x z hold in X, by lemma(3.4),
From (1) and (2) 
Conver ely, uppo e that μ ati fie (A), a ume that (AAT 1 ) is false, then there exist x  X such that μ ( ) >μ (x) If we take t = f (x)) = μ(x), for all x  X. Let x  X, then μ( ) 
Proof. 
If we take x 1 = y 1 = z 1 =0 , then 
